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Convertible bonds are fixed-income securities with an option to convert to equity, offering equity
upside potential with the downside protection of a bond.
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Conning’s Convertibles Strategy Has Three Main Goals:

 » Return profile between equities and fixed income*

 » Higher quality holdings to reduce NAIC capital charges
 » Conning carefully maintains an average investment grade rating

 » Price-appreciation potential if interest rates rise
 » Low correlation to other fixed income assets provides additional diversification 

benefits

Team
 
David Tyson, Ph.D., CFA 
Managing Director
Convertible Bond Portfolio Manager
45 years of experience

Linda Catricala
Vice President 
Convertible Bond Trader 
16 years of experience

Stephen Searl, CFA
Managing Director, Co-Head of Credit 
Research
37 years of experience

Michael Gibbons
Managing Director
Convertible Bond Trader
38 years of experience

Supported by a team of 21 corporate 
credit analysts
 » 17 years of experience

Strategy Inception:  
July 2007

Average NAIC Rating:   
NAIC 2 (Baa2/BBB)

Current Yield:   
2.00%

Number of Holdings:   
44 individual issues

Portfolio Quality

Prepared by Conning, Inc. Source: Conning, Inc.  
As of December 31, 2023.

Prepared by Conning. Source: Bloomberg Index Services Limited. Used with permission. ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE DATA”), is used with 
permission. *Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Convertible Risk-Return History 
Since Inception, June 30, 2007 to December 31, 2023*
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Convertible Bond Strategy

Convertible bonds are issued like a normal bond, offering coupon payments with an investor's option to convert to equity. Con-
vertibles allow participation in the appreciation of the underlying stock price while having a bond floor if the value of the underly-
ing stock falls. The reliability of the bond floor is highly dependent on the relative creditworthiness of the issuer.

What is a Convertible Bond?

How is Conning’s Strategy Different? 

Our process combines a top-down quantitative valuation model 
to generate ideas and monitor the convertible market. All trade 
ideas are supported by our bottom-up fundamental credit re-
search. Conning’s risk controls are focused on both individual 
issues and the portfolio’s aggregate risk characteristics.

Quantitative Modeling
 » Due to the complexity of convertible securities, an options-

based valuation model is required to make appropriate 
relative-value judgments.

Fundamental Analysis
 » We leverage our deep credit expertise to analyze each is-

suer, whose credit risk is often poorly understood by the 
equity focus of most convertible investors.

Risk Control
 » The risk profile of convertible bonds changes over time. 

Conning has a disciplined risk management process to 
maintain target risk exposures.

©2024 Conning, Inc. Source: ©2024 BofA Merrill Lynch, used with permission.

Parity (value if converted into stock)

Conversion Premium

Bond Alternative
“out of the money”

Total Return Instrument
“at the money”

Equity Sensitive
“in the money”
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Risks of Investing in Convertible Bonds
 » Equity market declines which reduces the value of convertibles’ equity conversion features.
 » A high level of corporate defaults or a sharp widening in corporate bond spreads which reduces the value of convertibles’ 

fixed income floors.
 » Low supply of issues due to prolonged low interest rates and strong demand for investment grade corporate and high yield 

debt.

About Conning
Conning (www.conning.com) is a leading investment management firm with a long history of serving the insurance industry. Conning supports insti-
tutional investors, including insurers and pension plans, with investment solutions, risk modeling software, and industry research. Founded in 1912, 
Conning has investment centers in Asia, Europe and North America.

Conning, Inc., Goodwin Capital Advisers, Inc., Conning Investment Products, Inc., a FINRA-registered broker-dealer, Conning Asset Management Limited, 
Conning Asia Pacific Limited, Octagon Credit Investors, LLC, Global Evolution Holding ApS and its group of companies (“Global Evolution”), and Pearlmark 
Real Estate, L.L.C. are all direct or indirect subsidiaries of Conning Holdings Limited (collectively, “Conning”) which is one of the family of companies owned 
by Cathay Financial Holding Co., Ltd., a Taiwan-based company. Conning has investment centers in Asia, Europe and North America. 

Conning, Inc., Conning Investment Products, Inc., Goodwin Capital Advisers, Inc., Octagon Credit Investors, LLC, Global Evolution USA, LLC, and PREP 
Investment Advisers, L.L.C. are registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and have 
noticed other jurisdictions they are conducting securities advisory business when required by law. In any other jurisdictions where they have not provided 
notice and are not exempt or excluded from those laws, they cannot transact business as an investment adviser and may not be able to respond to indi-
vidual inquiries if the response could potentially lead to a transaction in securities. SEC registration does not carry any official endorsement or indication 
that the adviser has attained a level of skill or ability.

Conning, Inc. is also registered with the National Futures Association. Conning Investment Products, Inc. is also registered with the Ontario Securities Com-
mission. Conning Asset Management Limited is Authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA#189316), Conning 
Asia Pacific Limited is regulated by Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission for Types 1, 4 and 9 regulated activities, Global Evolution Fondsmæ-
glerselskab A/S  is regulated by Finanstilsynet (the Danish FSA) (FSA #8193), Global Evolution Fondsmæglerselskab A/S (London Branch) is regulated by 
the United Kingdom’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA# 479582) and Global Evolution Manco S.A. is regulated by The Commission de Surveillance du 
Secteur Financier (the Luxembourg FSA) (CSSF# S00001031).  Conning primarily provides asset management services for third-party assets.
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Convertible Bond Strategy

All investment performance information included in this document is historical. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Any tax-related 
information contained in this document is for informational purposes only and should not be considered tax advice. You should consult a tax professional 
with any questions.

For complete details regarding Conning and its services in the U.S., you should refer to our Form ADV Part 2, which may be obtained by calling us.

©2024 Conning, Inc. This document and the software described within are copyrighted with all rights reserved. No part of this document may be distributed, 
reproduced, transcribed, transmitted, stored in an electronic retrieval system, or translated into any language in any form by any means without the prior written 
permission of Conning. Conning does not make any warranties, express or implied, in this document. In no event shall Conning be liable for damages of any kind 
arising out of the use of this document or the information contained within it. This document is not intended to be complete, and we do not guarantee its accuracy. 
Any opinion expressed in this document is subject to change at any time without notice.

This document contains information that is confidential or proprietary to Conning (or their direct or indirect subsidiaries). By accepting this document you agree 
that: (1) if there is any pre-existing contract containing disclosure and use restrictions between your company and Conning, you and your company will use the 
information in this document in reliance on and subject to the terms of any such pre-existing contract; or (2) if there is no contractual relationship between you 
and your company and Conning, you and your company agree to protect the information in this document and not to reproduce, disclose or use the information in 
any way, except as may be required by law. ®

ADVISE ®, FIRM ®, GEMS ®, CONNING CLIMATE RISK ANALYZER ® and CONNING ALLOCATION OPTIMIZER ® are registered trademarks of Conning, Inc. in the U.S. 
Copyright 1990-2024 Conning, Inc. All rights reserved. ADVISE ®, FIRM ®, GEMS ®, CONNING CLIMATE RISK ANALYZER ® and CONNING ALLOCATION OPTIMIZER ® 
are proprietary software published and owned by Conning, Inc.

This document is for informational purposes only and should not be interpreted as an offer to sell, or a solicitation or recommendation of an offer to buy any 
security, product or service, or retain Conning for investment advisory services. The information in this document is not intended to be nor should it be used as 
investment advice. 

Performance returns reflect the reinvestment of income and other earnings. 

Net returns are reduced by trading expenses and actual investment advisory fees incurred in the management of the account.

Disclosures

Bloomberg Index Services Limited. Used with permission. Bloomberg is a trademark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively “Bloomberg”). Bar-
clays is a trademark of Barclays Bank Plc (collectively with its affiliates, “Barclays”), used under license. Neither Bloomberg nor Barclays approves this material, 
guarantees the accuracy of any information herein, or makes any warranty as to the results to be obtained therefrom, and neither shall have any liability for injury 
or damages arising in connection therewith.

Source ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE DATA”), is used with permission. ICE DATA, ITS AFFILIATES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS DISCLAIM ANY 
AND ALL WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS, EXPRESS AND/OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR USE, INCLUDING THE INDICES, INDEX DATA AND ANY DATA INCLUDED IN, RELATED TO, OR DERIVED THEREFROM. NEITHER ICE DATA, ITS AFFILIATES 
NOR THEIR RESPECTIVE THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS SHALL BE SUBJECT TO ANY DAMAGES OR LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, TIMELINESS 
OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INDICES OR THE INDEX DATA OR ANY COMPONENT THEREOF, AND THE INDICES AND INDEX DATA AND ALL COMPONENTS THEREOF 
ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS AND YOUR USE IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. ICE DATA, ITS AFFILIATES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE THIRD PARTY SUPPLIERS DO NOT 
SPONSOR, ENDORSE, OR RECOMMEND [INSERTSUBSCRIBER NAME], OR ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS OR SERVICES.

© 2024 London Stock Exchange Group plc and its applicable group undertakings (the “LSE Group”). The LSE Group includes (1) FTSE International Limited 
(“FTSE”), (2) Frank Russell Company (“Russell”), (3) FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. and FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Limited (together, “FTSE GDCM”), 
(4) MTSNext Limited (“MTSNext”), (5) Mergent, Inc. (“Mergent”), (6) FTSE Fixed Income LLC (“FTSE FI”) and (7) The Yield Book Inc (“YB”). All rights reserved.

©2024 Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (and its affiliates, as applicable). This may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from 
credit ratings agencies such as Standard & Poor’s. Reproduction and distribution of third party content in any form is prohibited except with the prior written permis-
sion of the related third party. Third party content providers do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including rat-
ings, and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such content. 
THIRD PARTY CONTENT PROVIDERS GIVE NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. THIRD PARTY CONTENT PROVIDERS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, 
COMPENSATORY, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, COSTS, EXPENSES, LEGAL FEES, OR LOSSES (INCLUDING LOST INCOME OR PROFITS AND 
OPPORTUNITY COSTS OR LOSSES CAUSED BY NEGLIGENCE) IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF THEIR CONTENT, INCLUDING RATINGS. Credit ratings are state-
ments of opinions and are not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the suitability of securities or the 
suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice.
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